
Nagarkot Everest Panoramic View Hike—Half Day 

Today’s hike will take around four hours and you will have a guide too. The hike passes through pine 

forest on a dirt trail. We will to pass through some idyllic villages along the way and land at some great 

viewing spots chiefly two spots which are called Coffee Shop Point a.k.a. Windy Hill and another 

Nagarkot View Tower. Then we will begin with the nature walk through a pine forest. The thick 

coniferous area covers more than half of Nagarkot. After some time your trial will end up at Kartike, a 

Tamang Village which has all the trademarks of a typical Nepali village with terraced fields and thatched 

houses. Then we will be heading to another village called Dada Gaun which also falls under the hiking 

trial. Hike now being almost half complete you will be returning to the spot where you had started earlier 

for your nature walk. This hike provides you with unrestricted view of the Himalayas from Everest in the 

east to Annapurna to the west Mahalangur Range, Langtang Range, Ganesh Himala Range, Jugal Range, 

Rolwaling Range and Everest Range among others.  

Highlights of the Hike 

Unparalleled Mountain View 

This is probably the most rewarding aspect of the hike. Nagarkot being a high hill which acts like a view 

tower makes mountain viewing an experience quite unlike anywhere. On a clear day you can see 

mountains higher than 8000 meters like Everest (8848 m), Cho Oyu (8201 m) and Annapurna (8091 m), 

not to mentions hundreds of other smaller peaks. Other famous mountains you can see are Ganesh (7422 

m), Langtang (7205 m) and Gaurishankar (7134 m).  

Forested Area 

The forests big and small found in the countryside of Nepal are another attraction to the hikers these days. 

In recent days community forests have changed the face of rural areas of Nepal spreading greenery 

everywhere. The similar patch of forest in Nagarkot called Darabisaune Community Forest is increasingly 

being popular for day hikers, bird watchers and nature lovers.  

Village Scene 

Nepal is mostly rural and even places near Kathmandu are still untouched by modernity. So take 

advantage of the situation while it still lasts as Kathmandu is experiencing fast urbanization. You never 

know what might happen ten or twenty years down the line. Nagarkot and its periphery is still abound 

with the beautiful Nepali rural scene and an opportunity to see it all is waiting for you.  

 

Paragliding in Nagarkot 

Paragliding in the Nagarkot has been recently started. The paraglider in the Nagarkot can experience the 

view of green valleys, Himalayan view with the MT. Everest on the clear day as well as the mountainous 

landscapes and Mongolian village. 

 



 

Everest Panorama Trek (10D/9N) 

Destination Covered: Kathmandu, Lukla, Phakding, Namchebazzar 

Day wise Itinerary 

Day 01: Arrival in Kathmandu (1,350m/4,428ft) 

Day 02: Fly to Lukla(30min), trek to Phakding (2,651m/8,700ft): 3 - 4 hours trek 

Day 03: Phakding to Namche Bazaar (3,438m/11,280 ft.): 5 - 6 hours 

Day 04: Namche Bazaar to Photse village (3,810m) 

Day 05: Photse village to Tangboche Trek (3860m.) 7-8 hours 

Day 06: Tangboche via Namche to manju 

Day 07: Manju to Lukla 

Day 08: Fly Back to Kathmandu (30 min) 

Day 09: Kathmandu: Sightseeing and trek Preparation 

Day 10: Final Departure 
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ALI-HOLY KAILASH TOUR 

Beautiful divine trip- Om Nava Shivaya-2019 

Nepal- Lhasa-Ali Beautiful tour (10 Nights 11 days) 

Destination Covered: Kathmandu-Lhasa-Ali- Lake Manasarovar–Gaurikund -North Kailash 

Departure date: As per request 

Inclusions: As per destinations in main itinerary 
 

Day wise Itinerary 

 

DAY 01: ARRIVAL KATHMANDU (4,000 ft.) 

Welcomed at airport and transfer to Hotel 

 

DAY 02: KATHMANDU TO LHASA FLIGHT (12,000 ft) 

Early morning flight to Lukla 30min, welcomed by our Tibetan Guide at Gonggar airport & transfer to 

hotel (90 km / 1 hour) drive from airport to Lhasa city 

 

DAY 03: LHASA SIGHTSEEING & DAY ACCLIMATIZATION 

After having breakfast we will start sightseeing tour in Lhasa, visit Potala Palace, Jokhang Monastery and 

Barkhor Bazaar. Overnight at Hotel. 

  

DAY 04: LHASA TO ALI FLIGHT (4,500 mtr) THEN DRIVE TO MANASAROVAR 

Fly out Ali Airport and drive 250 km / 3 hrs. From Shiquanhe (Ali) to Manasarovar, take lunch and leave 

luggage in the hotel then continue drive to Manasarovar lake Parikrama (4560m). It will take 3 hrs for 

KORA Lake Manasarovar (3 hrs.), here you will take holy bath at the shore of Manasarovar Lake  

 

DAY 05: DRIVE, MANSAROVAR TO DARCHEN 

Perform puja/ havan at the shore of Lake Manasarovar and return to hotel then we will  take our lunch. 

After having lunch we will drive to Darchen (40 km-1 hrs.) In Darchen check in hotel and have tea then 

you will be briefed about the Kailash KORA and preparation 

 

DAY 06: DRIVE TO YAMA DWAR AND TREK TO DIRAPHUK (16,000 FT) 

Drive to Yama Dwar / Tarboche via Darchen (50 km / 1.5 hours), the auspicious nearest place from where 

you can see south face of Mt. Kailash. From here we begin KAILASH KORA a heading to Diraphuk.  

 

 

DAY 07: TREK TO ZUTHULPHUK (4820 M) (15,800 ft.) - 22 KM / 10 hrs. 

The hardest and difficulty journey throughout the Yatra - trek up to 18,500ft. (Dolma- La Pass), the 

highest pass in the Yatra. Then descend via Gauri Kunda view on the right edge of our trails and further 

trek straight along with the river to Zuthulphuk 

 

 

 



DAY 08: TREK ZUTHULPHUK TO NEAR DARCHEN AND DRIVE TO ALI 

Trek around 7 km (2 hrs.) and will be reaching to the point where the bus will be waiting for us then drive 

to Darchen. Lunch in hotel at Darchen and then proceed to Ali by bus (4 hrs.) 

 

DAY 09: FLIGHT, ALI TO LHASA 

Transferred to Airport and fly to Lhasa. Leisure day in Lhasa for shopping or relaxation on your own way 

 

DAY 10: FLIGHT, LHASA TO KATHMANDU 

Drive to Gonggar Airport, Lhasa & fly back to Kathmandu. Welcome back to Kathmandu airport then 

proceed to Kathmandu sightseeing including Pashupatinath, Buddha and Budhanilkanth Darshan 

 

DAY 11: FINAL DEPARTURE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Holy Mt. Kailash Manasarovar Yatra 

Beautiful & divine trip Om Namah Shivaya-2019 

Nepal to Tibet overland tour (13 Nights 14 days) 

 

Destination Covered: Kathmandu-Langtang National Park- Kyroung-saga-  Holy Mansarovar- 

Darchen-Dolma La-Pass-Gaurikund- Holy Kailash 

Day Wise Itinerary: 

 Day 01: Kathmandu arrival at TIA (1300 mt) 

Upon your arrival Himalayan Exodus airport representative will meet at the airport for your welcome and 

escort to the Hotel (1.30min) 

Day 02:  Morning breakfast and Kathmandu sightseeing 

Heritage site tour including Pashupatinath and Budha Nikanth Darshan, back to hotel 1/2day)and briefing 

about the programs in the evening in your hotel about the tour 

 Day 03:  Drive to Syabrubesi (Near Tibet border) 

Early morning breakfast then bus trip via Langtang national park and transfer to Hotel at Syabrubesi. 

Day 04: Drive to Kyirong (3650 mts. and 7-9 hour) First Tibetan high plateau 

Morning bus trip via Langtang national park, Timure  and Rasuwagadhi and meet the Tibetan guide and 

at the friendship bridge and stay in lhasa 

 Day 05: Acclimatization day in Kyirong 

Morning tea/coffee breakfast and day walk to Pangsing village 2hrs 

Day 06: Kyirung to Saga (4500 mts. - 375 kms) 

After breakfast drive from Kerung to Dongba for about 08:00 hours and stay at Dongba at guesthouse. 

Day 7: Saga / (4500 mts. - 335 kms) to Manasarovar 

After breakfast drive from to Manasarovar about 07:00 hours have [packed lunch and stay at guesthouse. 

 Day 08: Manasarovar to Darchen (4500 mts. - 110 kms.) 

Take dip in Mansarovar Lake and do Pooja of Lord Shiva. Full day free for spiritual activities and drive 

around 2.30 hrs to Darchen. 

 



Day 09: Darchen to Dirapuk (4890 mts. - 12 kms.) 

First day of Kailash Parikrama. We have to walk continuously for about 6 to 7 hours. Have packed Indian 

lunch Delivered to spot and stay at mud House. 

Day 10: Dirapuk to Zuthulphuk (4790 mts. - 22 kms.) 

Second day of Kailash Kora, Eight kilometer flat and easy walking till Dolma La pass,Hardest uphill 

walking and cross Dolma La Pass (5613m). The weather in unpredictable in Dolma-la Pass and at any 

time snowstorm can fall and stay at Zhuthulpuk (8 Hours) Altitude – 4820) 

Day 11: Zuthulphuk to Saga 

Morning tea /coffee and breakfast and Walk 3 hours till your vehicle. Complete the Kailash Kora and 

thank to horse man and porter. We will drive Saga via Darchen and Manasarovar and stay in a Group 

sharing guest house 

Day 12: Saga to Kyirong 

 Drive back to Kyirong having packed Indian lunch Delivered to spot and stay at the hotel. 

Day 13:  Drive to Kathmandu from Kyirong 

Morning breakfast and drive to Friendship Bridge, perform immigration formalities Tibet sight and Nepal 

and stay at the hotel 

Day 14: Final destination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HOLY KAILASH YATRA (DRIVE IN IN-FLY OUT DIVINING TOUR ) 

DESTINATION COVERED:NEPAL- KAILASH-TIBET 

OM NAVA SHIVAYA 2019 (14 Nights 15 days) 

 

 

DAY WISE ITINERARY 

 

DAY 01:  KATHMANDU ARRIVAL 

Upon arrival our representative will pick you up at the airport and take you to the hotel.  Overnight stay in 

the hotel 

 

DAY 02: KATHMANDU VALLEY SIGHTSEEING: 

 Start our Kathmandu sightseeing ;visit Pashupatinath, Bouddhanath or Swayambhunath 

Temple,Budhanilkantha(Vishnu temple) and if time permits, Kumari house drive back to hotel and lunch. 

Late afternoon after noon collect your passport to obtain Kailash VISA for Tibet than have a group 

meeting to prepare for the Yatra and provide warm jacket,Day bag ,warm hat and Duffle Bags 

 

DAY03:  DRIVE TO SYABRUBESI.  

Arrive breakfast we proceed to Syabrubesi, beautiful scenic view, 6-7 hour drive.  

 

DAY 04: BOARDER ENTRY CLEARANCE TO TIBET CHINA  

Drive to Kyirung boarder and complete the Chinese immigration formalities than drive to Kyirung city.  

 

DAY 05: ACCLIMATIZATION DAY  

 After breakfast we take you around Kyirung for a walk and acclimatization.  

 

DAY 06: KERUNG – SAGA (4550M) 250 KMS- 6 HRS. 

 We take an early morning drive to Saga, on the way we can make enough stop and lunch.  

 

DAY 07:  DRIVE TO – LAKE MANASAROVAR 385KM (4500M). 

Very auspicious day for all people we will have first glimpse of Holy Manasarovar and view of Mt. 

Kailash from Horchu Pass. Overnight stay Lodge at Chhu Gompa at the shore of Lake Manasarovar.  

 

DAY 08: DRIVE TO DARCHE FROM MANASAROVAR 

The abode of god will be a lifetime – achievement. Puja, Havana worship, Meditation, Holy bath etc. 

Afternoon drive to Darchen (30km) 4560m. 

 

DAY 10: DARCHEN TO DIRAPHUK 

Kora (circuit-15 KM.) begins drive 10 km. cover to Tarboche and trek up to walk approximately about 04 

/ 05 hour Diraphuk (4890m). 

 

 DAY 11: TREK TO ZUTHULPHUK (4790M) 22KM.  

Trek 08 / 10 hours approximately – Parikarma Continues, this is the day every pilgrims talks about, the 

most difficult journey throughout the trip, Trek up to Dolma La pass (5600m). We will offer very short 

prayers at Dolmala and move towards Gaurikunda. They programmed in the same as usual, Zuthulphuk  

 

DAY 10: ZUTHULPHUK TO SAGA  

via Manasarovar drive to Saga, After Breakfast, we will trek around 8 km. We will be reaching at the 

point, where our bus will be waiting to drive us to Darchen, parikarma (Circuit) ends. After Lunch we 

will drive to Saga  

 



DAY 12: SAGA TO XIGHATSE 

  After breakfast drive 340 km to Xighatse (3900m), visit to Tashilungpo Monastery where the world’s 

highest (33m) gold gilded statue of future Buddha Maitreya is located.  

 

DAY 13 : XIGHATSE TO LHASA 

After breakfast we will drive 360 km to Lhasa (3900m) via new road, visit to Tashilungpo. Upon your 

arrival at Lhasa Hotel. Free and relax 

 

DAY 14:- LHASA FULL DAY SIGHTSEEING 

we will visit world famous POTALA PALACE and JORKHANg Temple & BARKHOR  

 

DAY 15: FLY TO KATHMANDU, NEPAL 

Today morning after breakfast Tibetan agent will transfer to Gonggar airport to fly onward to Kathmandu. 

After reaching in Kathmandu airport you will be transferred to hotel by our office representative. Free day 

and overnight stay in the hotel.  

 

Day 16:  FINAL DEPARTURE TRANSFER TO KATHMANDU AIRPORT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    Heli Mt. Kailash Manasarovar Yatra 

                  Beautiful & divine trip Om Namah Shivaya- 2019  

Nepal to Tibet heli tour (12 Nights 13 days) 

Destination Covered: Kathmandu-Nepalgunj-simikot-Hilsa-Purang-  Holy Manasarovar- Darchen-

Dolma La-Pass-Gaurikunda- Holy Kailash 

Day wise Itinerary 
  

Mount Kailash Helicopter Tour is proposed for those who are looking for short time visit to pay divine 

attention to Lord Shiva’s abode. Mount Kailash Helicopter Tour access is connected via Simikot to 

directly drop at borderland of Hilsa then continue overland journey towards the Shore of Manasarovar 

Lake. Further holy journey from Manasarovar Lake. 

  

The average elevation here is in a range of 3840 meters - 5180 meters which endows cool and even cold 

weather to the area. In the high plateau, the climate is not very pleasant due to the frequent wind and dry 

atmosphere. 

  

Day 01: Kathmandu arrival at TIA (1300 mt) 
 HETT airport representative will meet at the airport and transfer to the Hotel and in the evening tour 

preparation (packing and program) 

 

Day 02:  Morning breakfast and Kathmandu sightseeing and afternoon Kathmandu to Nepalgunj 

(450 m) 1 hr. 30 minutes flight 
Heritage site tour including Pashupatinath and Buddha jal Narayan Darshan and transfer the group to TIA 

Domestic Terminal to board flight to Nepalgunj 1 hr. 30 minutes flight 

 

Day 03: Fly Nepalgunj - Simikot (2950 m) 
Morning bus transfer to Nepalgunj airport to board your scheduled flight to Simikot on fixed wing aircraft 

Day 04: Fly via helicopter to hilsa 
From Simikot, Airlift to Hilsa by chartered Helicopter where our team will assist the group for a short 

walk to the Tibetan Border called Sher. Our land cruisers/ Luxury Bus would be waiting there. Cross the 

Nepal boarder enter to tibet by performing the visa formalities and drive to pulan/taklakot 

  

Day 05: Acclimatization day in Pulan or Taklakot 
Morning tea/coffee breakfast then walk to Pulan 2hrs or spend a full day (doing nothing beside rest) to 

acclimatize yourself to undertake the most difficult pilgrimage on earth called Mount Kailash Mansarovar 

tour 

  

Day 06: Pulan to (4550 mts. - 95 kms) to Manasarovar 
After breakfast drive from to Mansarovar t-su Gompa (4560 m) about 01.30 hours. Ultimate day for 

Mount Kailash Mansarovar tour. First darshan of the Holy Lake Manasarovar and Rakshastal 

Holy bath in Holy Lake (if weather and Time permitted) and Puja / Havan (at your own) 

 

Day 07: Manasarovar to Darchen (4500 mts. - 110 kms.) 
We will choose the special point to take dip in Mansarovar Lake and do Pooja of Lord Shiva. Drive 

around 2.30 hrs to Darchen. 

 

Day 08: Darchen to Dirapuk (4890 mts. - 12kms. 
This is the first day of Kailash Parikrama. Journey after breakfast. This day we have to walk continuously 

for about 6 to 7 hours.Yak will carry all our goods and equipment. 

 

 



Day 09: Dirapuk to Zuthulphuk (4790 mts. - 22 kms.) 
Second day of Kailash Kora. Eight kilometer flat and easy walking till Dolma La pass. Hardest uphill 

walking and cross Dolma-La pass (5613m). The weather in unpredictable in Doma-la Pass and at any 

time snowstorm can fall 

 

Day 10: Zuthulphuk to Pulan /Taklakot 
Morning tea /coffee and breakfast then walk 10 km/3 hours with the winding gradual track till your 

vehicle point. Drive to Darchen - lunch &  drive back to Taklakot 100 km/ 4 - 5 hrs 

 

 Day 11:  Taklakot to Hilsa/shera-Simikot 
Drive down till Hilsa (30 minutes’ drive/ 40 km) and cross the Tibet Border enter to Nepal by chartered 

Helicopter will fly the group to Simikot 

 

Day 12 Fly back to Nepalgunj-Kathmandu 
Fly from Simikot - Nepalgunj – Kathmandu by scheduled flight to Nepalganj and further to Kathmandu 

(or to Nepalgunj depending upon the availability) and from there we will be taking. 

 

Day 13: Final destination to sweet home 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Beautiful trip to Haleshi Mahadev  

Duration: 4N/5D or 3D/4N 

Day 1: Arrival at Kathmandu 

Upon your arrival you will have pre-booked transfer from airport to hotel- Hotel the Art and similar. 

Day 2: Explore Kathmandu valley  

Kathmandu World Heritage City Car/Bus Tour-1 day 

After having breakfast at hotel, enjoy Kathmandu Valley World Heritage Tour of the city, discover the 

best of Kathmandu in our comfortable Tourist A/C Car with 1-day sightseeing, you will enjoy every 

attractions of world heritage site in Kathmandu Valley. 

Day 3: Check out from the hotel in Kathmandu  

After breakfast, check-out from the hotel as per the check-out time and make your way to the Haleshi 

Mahadev or else you can choose to stay for extra night in Nagarkot or Dhulikhel, which is optional. 

Day 4: Discover Haleshi Mahadev Temple, Monastery & cave 

After having your breakfast, you will have whole day to decide the itinerary to explore every major 

attractions in Haleshi at your leisure or to make it more excitement or continue the sightseeing without 

any disturbance. 

Day 5:  Drive from Haleshi Temple to Kathmandu 

After breakfast, check out the hotel & continues drive back to Kathmandu.  Overnight stay in Kathmandu. 

Day 6:  Departure to your onward Destination (Optional at extra cost: Everest panorama flight in the 

morning) 

After having your breakfast, check-out from the hotel as per the check-out time and make your way to the 

airport or else you can choose to stay for extra night in Kathmandu, Nepal, which is optional. 

Have a relaxing stay at hotel in Kathmandu/Nagarkot/Pokhara. 

 

 

 

 

 



Beautiful trip to Muktinath tour 

Duration: 4N/5D  

Day 1: Arrival at Kathmandu 

Upon you arrival you will have pre-booked transfer from airport to hotel- Hotel Schedule: 

 

Day 2: Explore Kathmandu valley  

Kathmandu world heritage city car/Bus Tour-1 day 

After having your breakfast at hotel, enjoy Kathmandu valley world heritage tour of the city, 

discover the best of Kathmandu in our comfortable tourist A/C car with half-day sightseeing. 

After your lunch, check-out from the hotel as per the check-out time and make your way to the 

airport to fly to Pokhara in the late afternoon or for extra night in Kathmandu, Nepal, which is 

optional. 

 

Day 3: Check out from the hotel in Kathmandu  

After your breakfast, check-out from the hotel as per the check-out time and make your way to 

the Pokhara Airport to fly to Jomsom -Muktinath.  Discover Muktinath temple, Monastery & 108 

water cow shed and fire flam and also Thakali museum in Jomsom  

 

Day 4: Discover around Pokhara  

After having your breakfast, you will have flight to Pokhara and half day to decide the itinerary 

to explore every major attractions in around Pokhara at your leisure or to make it more 

excitement or continue the sightseeing without any disturbance and late afternoon fly back to 

Kathmandu. 

 

Day 5: Departure to your onward Destination (Optional at extra cost: Everest panorama flight 

in the morning) 

After your breakfast, check-out from the hotel as per the check-out time or your flight time 

schedule  and make your way to the airport or else you can choose to stay for extra night in 

Kathmandu, Nepal, which is optional. 

Have a relaxing stay at hotel in Kathmandu/Nagarkot/Pokhara. 

 


